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Preface
In some instances, rural areas are considered as backward backyards of the glamorous, innovative and
dynamic urban centres of attraction. Without doubt, this could be the fate of some rural regions, but
not all of them. Just like towns, rural areas face many alternative futures – and different rural regions
will face different futures.
The upswing of raw material prices invoked alert people think about natural resources and many related issues: ownership, governance, resource efficiency, sustainability, security of supply and market
prospects. Natural resources reside in rural areas. Who will own them in the future? Who will decide
upon their exploitation? What will be the ways to valorise them? As rural people are a small minority
in developed economies, the natural resources located in their living environment will bring about new
potentials and new conflicts. Can we foresee these?
Most importantly, many of the grand challenges of the mankind have essentially rural solutions. Do we
identify these challenges? Can we envision ways to resolve them? Do we have institutions and policies,
which afford realising these solutions? Ultimately, through which kinds of futures could the challenges,
the solutions and the institutions and policies find each other to meet the demands?
This publication briefly discusses rural futures in a global framework, but in a Finnish context. Hopefully this illustration will raise a lot of questions such as the ones mentioned above. Once one starts
asking questions, there will be a demand for futures images, prototypes of alternative futures, which
could be used to probe sound solutions for the challenges ahead.
Vesanto 25th January 2015

Tuomas Kuhmonen
Research Director
Finland Futures Research Centre
University of Turku
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1. Global challenges – rural solutions
Many contemporary policy choices are legitimated by the evident necessity. The considered choice set
is very limited. The time perspective is past-based, short or ambiguous. Beyond these current concerns
there are grand challenges, which touch upon the majority of the human race in one way or another.
Role of the rural world in societies will change along the quest for solutions. New tools and approaches
are required, however, and the common feature in all of them is futures thinking. A crystallisation of
the grand challenges is a first step in this journey (Figure 1).
Feeding the world asks a lot of resources. More than a third of the land cover of the planet is in
agricultural use. Concomitantly, one third of the greenhouse gases accelerating global warming of
the climate arise from the food system. About 70% of the abstracted freshwater is used for irrigation
mainly in areas of scarce water resources (FAO 2013, 201). Fertilizers, pesticides and other agricultural
chemicals are important sources of local pollution. Deforestation and urban sprawl destroy valuable
ecosystems. Solving these environmental and water problems are global challenges which are
encountered in varying forms and intensities around the globe. Resources of the sustainable economy
come from natural resources and the future of natural resources is at stake. Fortunately, solutions exist.
They include new technology, new management practises, new institutional arrangements – and they
take place in rural areas.
Feeding the world asks for increased food production. By 2050, the globe carries about 30% more
people that at present. Global agricultural production should increase by 60% in three decades (FAO
2013, 123). Especially more wheat, vegetable oils, rice, sugar, meat products and dairy products should
be produced. Environment affects everything but especially biological production. The resource
challenges and production related challenges are strongly interconnected.
Transition from fossil fuels to bio-fuels is ahead, even though estimates of the date of the unavoidable
do vary a lot. Replacing the planet’s coal plants and oil refineries with sustainable energy systems will
take decades and require technological, political and market-based solutions. All raw materials of the
new energy systems are located in the rural areas of the planet – except for waste. By 2050, two thirds
of the world’s population will live in urban areas and have waste as their only important renewable
energy source. And more energy is needed: should the average energy use per person to rise up to
Poland’s current level, the world’s energy production would have to double before 2050 (WEC 2007,
6). The rural minority of the planet will have a major challenge in feeding, heating and fuelling the
urban majority in their cities.
Besides facing challenges related to resources and production, the human race has created a number of
global problems by themselves. Inequality still lives in many forms in religious, institutional and economic
shadows. In many countries women have limited access to productive resources and education. In
addition women are unable to create careers and are instead tied to household activities only. Democracy
has proved to be an effective platform for development by delegating power and obligation to people
themselves. A feasible version of democracy is still undercover in many countries and locations. Unplugging the financial markets from the product markets has accentuated polarization. In the worst
case, some people own businesses and others do the job and live with the negative externalities. The
division between crowded cities and demolished countryside and the division between those owning
the natural resources and those working with them are common examples. Does an updated form of
the colonial world live among us?
7
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The aforementioned problems related to environment, production and equality enhance volatility of
the people and the markets. Human behaviour is hungry for predictability, but global problems will feed
us with unpredictability. Problems in the access to food, the availability of food and the affordability
of food will be observed globally. Many solutions to the global challenges are looked for in peace and
harmony, but fuzzy wars, restless migration and unconventional institutional arrangements will take
place, too. Achieving security with varying substance matters and scales will reserve a significant share
of the attention and activity space.
Every region will face a specific set of challenges, but some of the challenges knock on every door
of the planet in one way or another. Common solutions shoud be looked for. In this attempt, futures
thinking is a useful tool. Alternative futures always exist at the personal, regional, national and global
level. Scenarios and futures images are understandable specifications of alternative futures. They could
be cultivated, nursed and harvested to feed the people with ideas that facilitate reasoned choices. The
future is made up by choices – anyway.

Human–related challenges

EQUALITY
Women’s position
Democracy
Regional polarization

SECURITY
Personal security
National security
Food security

Production–related challenges

FOOD

Expansion of
agricultural production

ENERGY

Transition from fossil fuels
to bio-fuels

Resource–related challenges

WATER
Availability of
freshwater

ENVIRONMENT
Biodiversity
Climate change
Pollution

Figure 1. Global challenges – an interrelated network of threats to wellbeing.
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2. How to think about rural futures?
The reality is always observed, interpreted and explained through a specific looking glass. The choice
among appropriate looking glasses depends on the world model or world hypothesis (Pepper 1942,
142–143) of the observer and on the structuring and sense-making of the topic at hand (Rajagopalan
& Speitzer 1997, 73). Various methodologies belong to the tribes of paradigms and schools of
thought with their ontologies and epistemologies about what the reality is and how such a reality
could be besieged with explanations. In this endless effort of the scientific enterprise, various theories
are operating systems of the reality and various metatheories are operating systems of the theories
(Kuhmonen 2010, 12, 150). But before it is useful to discuss these issues, the specificity of rural world
needs some attention.

Place and time
Alternative futures take place in specific places and times. Rural environment is a specific space,
extending from the urban outskirts to wilderness. When thinking about rural futures, it is important to
observe the specific characteristics of rural places (Figure 2). First, the rural activity space is geographically
dispersed. The logic of agglomeration lies within city boundaries, but coordination and governance of
the rural activities follow the logic of a dispersed economy.
Second, rural activity is bound to specific places, which has many implications. Fields, forests and minerals
can not become moved and transplanted to new places where business booms. Due to the law of
deminishing returns in the biological processes, ”industrialization” of primary industries faces
problems. The rural businesses are bound to be rather small and local, and so is the scale of success.
Third, adaptability of the rural economy is limited
in some respects. The evolution of biological
production is slow (e.g. change of animal stock or
crop varieties), the yield of natural recources can not
become regulated in the same way as a machine (e.g.
natural conditions have an effect) and several sunk
costs glue the activity to the existing line of action
(e.g. expensive building with little alternative uses).
Renewal of the rural economy is relatively slow.
Fourth, rural activity is often severely policy-dependent.
The use of natural resources, the food supply and
the energy supply are sensitive issues which many
societies are willing to control and subsidise. Rural
bureacracy is an institution. In developed economies,
the rural minority is affected by the dreams, fears,
needs and powers of the urban majority. Among
others, these four features have set specific ploys for
the rural futures. What implications do they have on
our rural futures under investigation?
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The rural economy

Geographic
dispersion

Role of
specific places

Policydependence

Limited
adaptability

Figure 2. Characteristics of the rural economy.
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Rural futures take place in the ether of time,
“For evolutionary theory, the important point is
in which things – humans, businesses, markets,
that patterns are established and then subjected
policies, places and regions – evolve. Disregarding
to real-world feedback that strongly affects what
the exact object of the inquiry, also rural change
happens next. Because that feedback is often
may be framed with general evolutionary ideas, in
difficult to anticipate, especially at some distance
into the future, there is still a sense in which
which heterogeneity and history matter (Mayr 1976,
evolution is ‘blind’: intentionality is expressed
20-22). Evolutionary models of change include
situationally, and with imperfect understanding
diverse sources of variation or novelty, selection
of its implications in the future or in spatially
and retention; these forces produce varying fitness
remote locations.” (Winter 2014, 631)
of emerging tenders in their environments (Aldrich
& Rueff 2006; Darwin 1859; Martin & Wainwright 2013; Nelson & Winter 1982). When heterogeneous
social organisms (humans, firms, cultures, societies) have a ”substantial fixed body of practises and
structures that condition their behaviour” and environment favours some of these over others, the
organisms face differential survival and success (Nightingale 2000, 22).
At the individual level, the path of the past bifurcates to several alternative paths toward the futures
(Figure 3), some of which will have a better fit than others, but this is hard to know upon choice
(Alchian 1950, 211–213). Over time, various selective forces will direct the structure of the population
of individual social organisms to include more members having a better fit with the effective selection
environment. This change in the structure of a population is evolution, whereas temporary excellence
or success without population effects is just a variation.
Identification of the effective selection environment(s) is the key to success also in economic and social
evolution. Various cohesive wholes of social organisms evolve along structural changes in changing
environments. Crafting alternative futures serves to enact the becoming selection environments.
Conditions of the past, choices of the present and alternatives of the future are embedded in time. The
paths of rural activity with their specific ploys are presented at the scenery of time. What implications
does a specific temporality place on our quest for rural futures?
Past

Present

Choice 1

Future

A
B

B1
Choice 2

C

B2
B3

Space of
alternatives
Time

Figure 3. Evolutionary paths.
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Reason and outcome
Drivers of the rural change are mostly the same as the drivers of the economic and social change
in general. Analysis of 100 foresight reports and futures research reports suggests that the reasons
for change could originate for example in personal, economic and governance domains (Kuhmonen
& Kuhmonen 2014). By far the most often mentioned reason for change is the environment &
sustainability (Figure 4). Other top ten reasons include natural resources & bioeconomy, technology,
regulation, local phenomena, inequality, urbanization & centralization, security, capacity for renewal
and globalization.
It is worth noting that each of these “barrels of change factors” includes seeds for many kinds of paths,
some of which would be beneficial and some detrimental to the rural areas. Another complication
is caused by the reason-based effectuation processes, which can be a non-linear and self-inforcing
processes: what we currently call local trends or symptons of change (weak signals) can turn into
megatrends along a couple of unexpected bifurcations. New modes of governance, belief-based action
or remote work can shape our tomorrow more than we think today. Besides this, the observations and
judgements of the scholars may be strongly biased, even collectively. The ocean of reasons or drivers
of change allows us to pick ingredients for a bewildering array of alternative rural futures. What
reasons are effective in the rural futures under our consideration?

Immaterial consumption

Ecosystem services
Public goods
Traceable goods
Elite countryside

Protectionism

Subsidy culture

Decentralisation

Reorganised governance

Society of trust
Public opinion
Isolated countryside
Activism

Crisis and major change

Uncoupled ownership

Empowering institutions

Regulation

New communality

Liberalisation

Centralisation & urbanisation
Accessibility

Service economy

New technology

Environment &
sustainability

Individualism, customerisation

Pluriactivity & diversity

Life control

Productivity & resource ef�iciency

Inequality
Networking
Local things Safety
& vulnerability
Reorganised public sector

Self-suf�iciency
Short-term

Globalisation

Energy

Small structures

BioeconomySecurity of supply

Big organisations

Holism

Migrant �lows

Tourism

Infrastructures

Small �irms

Remote work
Local identity
Self-made & independent
Happiness
Adaptability & �lexibility
Intolerance
&
isolation
Meaningfulness
Roots & traditions
Leisure
Unfamiliar sources of material welfare
Small-scale things
Privacy
Care
Creative countryside
Entrepreneurship
Ethical
choices
Belief-based
action
Moderateness
Experience-based choices
Green care
Silence
Naturalness

Involvement

Responsibility
Culture
Multiple places

Ageing

Internationalisation & multiculturalism

Competence & capacity for renewal

Weak signals
(Change symptons)

Some become

Trends
(Developments)

Some become

Welfare & health

Megatrends
(Mainstreams)

Figure 4. Drivers of rural futures (font size relates to frequency of hits in 100 foresight and futures
reports; Kuhmonen & Kuhmonen 2014, 21).
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Outcomes resulting from different reasons – or outcomes of variation-selection processes in
evolutionary sense – may be described as varying patterns of development paths or typologies of
their states. Regarding the pattern of evolution, the change may follow wave, linear, jump, exponential,
nested, noise and break patterns (Kamppinen & Malaska 2004, 68). Cyclical evolution of the market
economy through crises and growth waves is a well-known phenomenon (e.g., Wilenius & Kurki 2012).
Scenarios and backcasting are futures research methods which try to capture some aspects of these
alternative trajectories. If the reason tends to result in a specific pattern of outcome, this gives some
ideas of the subsequent developments.
Regarding the typology of development states, a feasible level of abstraction is necessary in economic and
social domains. In futures studies, futures tables and futures images are common methods in capturing
some end-states of developments – these might be preferred, possible and probable (Amara 1981)
or their opposites. The attached futures table (Table 1) provides an illustration of possible states of
a rural economy in a specific place and time. Alternative futures exhibit varying structures, contents
and governances which may be placed on the continua in order to generate coherent futures images
or to structure generated futures images. Within the huge space of alternatives, which processes and
structures should we telescope in studying the rural universe?
Table 1. Futures table (Kuhmonen & Kuhmonen 2014, 33).
Environment

Local.............................................................................. Global

Settlement structure

Dispersed........................................................... Centralised

Regions and people

Equality................................................................. Inequality

Structuring

Homogenous............................................. Heterogenous

Welfare

Material............................................................... Immaterial

Security of supply

Dependence.............................................. Independence

Renewal

Stability...................................................................... Change

Sustainability

Responsible................................................................ Selfish

Agency

Private........................................................................... Public

Base of transactions

Trust............................................................................ Distrust

Decision making

Authoritarian................................................... Democratic
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Agency and hierarchy
Where is the agency in the emerging futures? What gives spirit and power, authority and legitimacy for
the drivers of change? Individuals, organizations, societies, idiologies – markets, policies? Economic
and social novelties are always discovered and invented by individuals. Their implementation asks for
organization of resources and activities. Societies afford and constrain individual and organizational
activities. Ideologies direct our attention and activities and frame our minds. Markets offer an institution
for exchange and policies offer an institution for their regulation. Each of these barrels of agency
manifest a different level of activity in an interconnected system, where none of the actors can control
the whole system.
Futures emerge from a hierarchical complex system, where tenders serving survival and success will be
judged in very local, very global or very mixed environments (Figure 5). A new business idea of a rural
entrepreneur may become judged in a very local village market without any global connections, it may be
turned down by bureachracy or it may enhance the competitive advantage of the value-chain beginning
at the back door of his/her stables. Looking at the list of drivers in Figure 4, the agency setting up
their drivers’ role on the local, regional, national and international stages of alternative futures may
arise from obvious or unobvious sources. In instances where exercising agency results in novelty, the
holder of the agency is called an entrepreneur. An economic entrepreneur (Schumpeter 1934, Kirzner
1973, Shane & Venkataraman 2000) breeds renewal of the economy and an institutional entrepreneur
(Colomy 1998; Eisenstadt 1980; Leca & Naccache 2006) effectuates renewal of the society.

Novelties in
selection
environment
A

Novelties in
selection
environment
B

Novelties in
selection
environment
C

Novelties in
selection
environment
C1

Novelties in
selection
environment
C
2

Novelties in
selection
environment
C3
Novelties in
selection
environment
C31

Novelties in
selection
environment
C
32

Figure 5. Multi-level system of agencies and structures in the emergence and selection of novelty
(Kuhmonen 2014, 39; see also Allen 2005, 452).
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This makes the enactment of alternative futures with
“There has always been only one practical
their drivers, structures and ploys both challenging,
guiding principle for the exploration of agency
exciting and necessary. For ages, philosophers
and structure: agency without structure is blind,
and sociologies have tried to find a place for the
structure without agency is empty.”
human agency between the extremes of morally,
(Caldwell 2005, 109)
cognitively or materially constrained agents under
external determinism, and free agents making
deliberate choices under internal motivation and free will (Coleman 1986; Joas 1996; Lukes 1973;
Parsons 1968). Some historically accumulated structures afford and constrain our creativity and action
– and these structures are to be changed along excercising creativity and action. There is nothing new
in this sociological view of the role of agency and structure (Archer 2000; Giddens 1984). Diverse
agencies may talk many languages in various structural settings. According to Scott (2008, 191), they
may structure top-down through constitutive activities, diffusion, translation, socialization, imposition,
authorization, inducement and imprinting, the bottom-up through selective attention, interpretation
and sense-making, identity construction, error, invention, conformity and reproduction of patterns,
compromise, avoidance, defiance and manipulation. In reality, many of these mediators of power may
work bidirectionally, but the real challenge is to identify where the agency is in each case and what the
outcome of exercising the agency is.
***
By virtue of setting up the playground in terms of specific time and place, by indentifying possible
reasons and outcomes in this playground and by defining the alternative ploys through the interplays
of agencies and structures, you are now prepared to sketch some rural futures, aren’t you?

15
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3. Rural Finland
Finland is a northern, developed and rather large
Finland in 2013
country with extremely low population density.
Transformation from agricultural economy to
Population
5.45 million
Land area
303,891 km2
service economy has been rapid (Figure 6). Since
Population density
17.9 inhabitants/km2
the wars in the 1940s, agriculture and forestry
GDP/capita
37,018 EUR
Employment in
have released most of their labour force to other
agriculture and forestry 4.4 %
industries along mechanisation and modernisation.
Lakes (>0.05 ha)
168,000
Regional main cities have received many new
Summer cottages
496,000
inhabitants, implying large-scale delopulation of
the most remote rural regions. Rural areas have incubated city dwellers. Many services, which were
extended to rural regions still in the 1990s in the era of the Nordic welfare state, are now pulled back to
main cities like reverted rivers. In remote areas, the layers of economic activities have become thinner,
but the urban-adjacent areas have been able to replace job losses with new inhabitants, commuters
(Figure 7). Compared to Sweden, however, the outskirts of Finland still have much more inhabitants
thanks to active regional policy exercised from 1950s up to 1980s and rural policy since then.
The deeper division of labout resulted in diversified economy and in better standard of living for
all. When people were better off, they tended to use their extra earnings on services. When most
services are produced and consumed simultaneously – in the same time and place – growth of services
was engaged to regional concentration of population and economic activities. The next stage of
the narrative still hides behind the curtain. These developments are very common in industrialised
countries, only the pace and the place have been somewhat original in Finland.

Dominant force fields of rural change
What do people do
Where do people live

5
4
3

6

7

Next dominant force field?

Regional concentration of the economy

Increased demand of services

Increased standard of living

Outflow of labour force to other industries,
diversification of the economy

2

Increased labour productivity
in agriculture and forestry

1

New technology (machinery)
in agriculture and forestry

Figure 6. Storyline of rural change in Finland since the wars (Kuhmonen & Niittykangas 2008, 97).
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Private services

Construction

Pendeling in
urban-adjacent areas
Public services

Small-scale farming
Agri-forestry

Manufacturing

Specialized agriculture
Techno-forestry

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

Green care

Diversified farms
Pluriactivity

1990

2000

Green energy
Farm firms
Free forestry

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

Figure 7. Layers of economic activities in remote rural areas – a schematic model (Oksa 1994, 10,
modified).
Agriculture and forestry have been in the core of rural change. After the wars in the 1940s, about 10
% of the population was resettled and a major land reform granted them with small plots of land.
Agricultural policy had a strong social orientation. The number of farms increased until the 1960s.
After instability, self-sufficiency of food was pursued through strict border protection and significant
production subsidies which favoured less-favourable areas. The idea of cohesion was strong. Incomes
and welfare on farms was comparable to urban labourers. Mechanisation and competence resulted
in surpluses and export refunds in the 1980s, but international pressures started to redirect policy.
This accentuated in 1995, when Finland joined the EU and farm-gate process were cut by 40 % on
the average. An extensive system of EU subsidies and national regionally differentiated subsidies was
adopted and the accompanying bureaucracy pervaded countryside like an epidemic. Finnish agri-food
system has adapted to common internal EU market ever since. Interestingly, the story of the Common
Agricultural Policy of the EU began with common market and has followed the same stages in reversed
order (Figure 8). The seeds of the the next policy harvest are germinating somewhere.
Most of the Finnish farms have some forest. This value-chain has connected backwoods directly
with international markets for a century. Subsidies have been minimal so far. The contagious subsidypermission-monitoring disease has started invade forestry, too.
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Dominant force fields of agri-food policies
What, where and how
is being produced

5
4
3
2
1

6

7

Next dominant force field?

Social orientation; the east

CEE countries (10) 2004, ROM + BUL 2007, lots of small farms;
subsidies for small farms, young farmers and specific production,
redistribution of direct payments accross member states

International pressures and reforms

MacSharry 1992, Agenda 2000, Fischler 2003, Health check 2008, CAP post-2013;
compensatory payments for price cuts 1992, from import levies to duties 1995,
1st and 2nd pillar 2000, decoupling + modulation + cross-compliance,
single farm payment 2003, greening 2014

Cohesion orientation; the south

Enlargement GRE 1981, ESP + POR 1986 (olive oil, fruit & vegetables, wine, tobacco;
agricultural societies), Integrated Mediterranean Programmes 1986, cohesion policy 1988
(objectives, programming, part-financing), Leader 1991

Overproduction

Overproduction in the 1980s: export refunds half of the CAP expenditures,
sugar quotas (A, B, C), milk quotas 1984, etc.

Regional and structural orientation; the west
Structural policy directives 1972 (investointi- ja
luopumistuet), enlargement UK + IRL + DEN 1973,
LFA directive 1975, Mediterranean package 1977

1950-70
“Birth of the CAP”
1970-90
“Autonomy of the CAP”

Internal market

Treaty of Rome 1957, Common Market Organizations 1962,
European Agricultural Guarantee and Guidance Fund 1962

1990“Integration of the CAP”

Figure 8. Storyline of the Common Agricultural Policy of the EU.
Along these developments, the
role of countryside in the society
has changed (Figure 9). For
Source of well-being
decades, rural areas “produced”
and released new labour-force,
Source of raw materials
who lacked rural jobs and moved
Competitiveness
and welfare
to cities. Population of the 20
largest cities tripled in 1950–2013
Source of labour-force
and their share in total population
1950
2000
2050
grew from a quarter to a half
(derived from Statistics Finland,
includes municipal mergers). On
the rural verge, about 1.5% of the Figure 9. Countryside in the society.
population inhabit 68% of the
country (Figure 10). This rural well of labour-force will dry out in the future. Until 1980s, the exports
of Finland was mostly based on agri-food and forestry products. The dawn of new bioeconomy could
valorize natural resources, which are all located in the countryside. Consequently, the role of countryside
as a source of raw materials could even expand. Rural areas have provided nature-based welfare since
hunting-gathering society. More recently, massive travel to summer cottages at the lakesides has caused
traffic jams on weekends. In the future, many lifestyles diversify the role of countryside as a source of
welfare (e.g. rural housing with pendeling or remote work, self-sufficiency, green care, nature sports,
fishing & hunting). Along these transformations, the rural population has become a monirity, which
gives impetus for new opportunities and conflicts.
19
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Areas, their shares in population (%) and
population densities (inh./km²) in 2012
Inner urban area (32 % – 2,770 inh./km2)
Outer urban area (27 % – 756 inh./km2)
Urban fringe area (11 % – 49 inh./km2)
Local rural centres (6 % – 507 inh./km2)
Urban-adjacent rural area (7 % – 12 inh./km2)
Rural heartland area (12 % – 13 inh./km2)
Sparsely populated rural areas (6 % – 1.5 inh./km2)
– 308,000 inhabitants

Figure 10. Regional typology of Finland, based on spatial GIS-data (SYKE, TEM).
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4. Snapshots of rural futures in Finland
Many think that there is only one future for the rural areas, which is marginalisation. Obviously, this
is not the case. The rural regions are different. The numerous drivers may bring about dozens of
different futures: fortunes and dead ends. The future is open, even though one may discuss what is
preferable and what is probable. Even the important agri-food policy has more than one future. This
diversity of rural futures is discussed and illustrated next.

Big pictures
The following four futures for rural areas are based on futures literature (drivers), futures workshops
(ploys) and futures tables (integrity). Depending on how the natural resources are valued and exploited,
rural regions will face varying fates (Figure 10). These fates might manifest a dispersed bioeconomy, a
colonial countryside, a museum counryside or rural business islets (Kuhmonen & Kuhmonen 2014).
Institutions and organisation of rural actors play key roles in the determination of the path toward a
particular future. Occasionally, all these futures are already among us in some place, in some scale and
in some context. Non of them could apply to all regions, nor are they overarching. Any of the futures
could be positioned along the continua of the futures table (Table 1), as evident in the following
illustrations. These illustrations – all artificial futures – could, at best, serve as starmaps for those
willing and able to navigate toward a desired future or away from unpreferred futures.
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Policy
Natural
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Markets
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r

Markets
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Future 1

Dispersed bioeconomy

Future 2

Colonial countryside

e
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Sus -S-C)
(E-E
No
n
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)

icte

d
Future 3

Museum countryside

Val
u
dec e
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ses
Future 4

Rural business islets

E-E-S-C: Economically, ecologically, socially, culturally

Figure 11. Four futures for rural areas (Kuhmonen & Kuhmonen 2014, 41).
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DISPERSED
BIOECONOMY

The playground of the economy is framed by local and
global factors, as globally demanded and valued
natural resources are exploited locally. Geographical
dispersion of valuable resources maintains dispersed
settlement structures. Local ownership of the natural
resources contributes to equality among people and
regions in terms of power and wealth. Rural people are
equally involved in the value-chains of bioeconomy –
a kind of an “involvement economy”. Policy is based
on a heterogenous world model, which acknowledges
regional diversity and makes sustainable use of natural
resources possible. This sustainability contributes to
both material (e.g., food, energy) and immaterial
(e.g., tourism, public goods) elements of welfare.
Dispersed, sustainable bioeconomy maintains security
of supply and contributes to national independence in
life-maintaining supplies (food, shelter, energy). A
rather change-oriented agency having capacity for
renewal will drive the future with economic,
environmental, social and cultural sustainability as the
indisputable guiding star.

Photos: Author,Scandinavian Stockphoto, Talvivaara.

The locomotion toward the future is maintained by
private actors, but the movement requires empowering
institutions and policy measures which promote
sustainable use of natural resources (e.g., criteria for
sustainability in four dimensions, institutions for
ownership, competence, technology, infrastructures).
21The base of transactions is in trust and the decisionmaking at various levels is based on democratic
regime.

COLONIAL
COUNTRYSIDE

In the colonial economy, the natural resources are globally valuable and they are utilized by
international business organisations. The settlement structure is organised around the dispersed
extraction sites of the natural resources. The best profit of this business is collected by foreign firms
and investors. In case conjunctures happen to favour extraction of natural resources, local people
benefit also from jobs. Based on conjunctures, the extraction sites are sometimes open, sometimes
closed, sometimes here and sometimes there; part of the labour force follows this epidemic
movement and lives in barracs and caravans. The grip of the policy is delicate and treats rural areas
as a homogenous area for exploiting natural resources – a kind of a “rural mine”.
The base of welfare is for the most part material; nor does the unsustainable exploitation of the
natural resources leave room for immaterial values and services. Security of supplies is weak despite
of extensive exploitation of the natural resources, since the resources are owned by foreigners and
they are out of any national control. Entrepreneurship and adaptability are prerequisities of volatile
rural livehood. The business is sustainable in economic terms, because profit-oriented owners uptake
only profitable ventures. Environmental sustainability reaches only minimum norms as excessive
demands are eliminated by the threat of business withdrawal and lost jobs.
Rural business life is dominated by private actors, international organisations and their local subcontractors. Public finance is able to maintain very limited social security only. Distrust is the starting
point of transactions, when controllers of the public sector and lawyers of the private actors are
having a continuous dispute; local subcontractors have a fragile position. Decision-making is
22
characterised by the dictation policy of big companies which overruns democratic bodies and casual
civic activity.

Photos: Author, FreeDigitalPhotos, Talvivaara.
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their exports.
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Public agency dominates. Rural economy has become
more or less part of the public sector, when rural
livelihood and activity is fully defined by the public
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Decision-making is either authoritarian use of power by
the urban majority or norm-based coercion by the official
authorities. Any use of natural resources requires a 23
permission.
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RURAL
BUSINESS
ISLETS
Rural bisnes islets are facilitated by global free trade, market liberalism and local prospectors of the
“survival society”. The economies of scale and agglomeration have paved the way to a settlement
structure which is dominated by cities and rural business islets in manufacturing and services; outside
these, there are some nature freaks and members of elite who are able to finance their rural living.
Regional inequality accentuates, when cities and rural business islets do not radiate wealth extensively.
Agglomerations dominate in policy perspectives. Welfare is equally based on material (e.g.,
manufacturing centres) and immaterial (e.g., adventure centres) origins.
The state of security of supplies depends on the performance of the business islets in market
competition. Capacity for change, competence, technology, infrastructures, resource productivity and
innovations in agglomerations enhance their renewal, but other regions are stuck to outdated modes of
operation. The business islets exhibit economic, environmental, social and cultural sustainability, which
do not exist outside their sphere of influence.
Activity in rural areas is purely private, since gauzy and reorganised public sector directs its limited
resources to most prominent cities and business islets. Networking, co-operation and mutual trust
between the actors prevail within the business islets; outside the islets there is a deep distrust between
the public sector and local residents, who defend their territories, which are self-made and self-financed.
24
Decision-making in the cities and in the islets is democratic, but in the views of the other regions it
appears to be external and authoritarian.

Photos: Author, FreeDigitalPhotos, Tahko.
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Youth dreams
The futures are made up by the current youth, which is why their ideas are informative. In a study
by Kuhmonen et al. (2014), a random sample of Finnish youth (18–30 years; n=752) crafted their
own dream futures. These were analysed for their contents to identify profiles for different regions
to expose what special these offered for the livelihood, accommodation and lifestyles recipes (Figure
11). As evident, different regions have different attractions or potentials. There is no one specific
countryside that attracts the youth, but people dreaming of different living environments dream of
different livelihood and lifestyle recipes as well. Responding to these dreams would ask differentiating
development policies for different regions. These ideas could serve as starmaps for the regions in
making their offerings for the futures.
Livelihood recipe

Diversity of earning options

Accommodation recipe

Cities

Lifestyle recipe

Running errands in cities
Diversity of hobbies

Close to a sea
Compact housing
Small flat, easy living

Culture jobs
Child and youth jobs

Urbanadjacent
rural areas

Machines, garage chores
Housework
Freedom

Pendeling

Small organisation or place

Neighbours far enough

Self-sufficiency

Close to a lake

Own place, own peace

Rural
centres

Safety
Local participation
Communality

Neighbours close enough
Compact housing
Small courtyard

Entrepreneurship

Remote
rural areas

Hunting, fishing

Pluriactivity

Freedom

Sustainability

Local participation
In an island
Villa, farmhouse, old house

Figure 11. Profiling of areas in the dream futures by the youth (Kuhmonen et al. 2014, 86–87).
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Policy regimes
Agri-food policies will remain very important shape shifters for the rural areas also in the future. This
domain has been cracterised by continuous reforms (Figure 8), but the underlying dimensions and
regimes have been more stable. At a higher level of abstraction, the current policy is a compromise on
the dimensions consumer-oriented, regionally oriented, competitiveness-oriented or environmentally
oriented policies (Figure 12). It is tempting to think what kinds of futures would exist at the extremes
of each dimension and between them. Obviously, there is not only one agri-food policy regime that
would be possible for the policy makers or preferable among the stakeholders. These potential regimes
could serve as starmaps for policy dialogues in various arenas.
Consumer-oriented policy

Objectives:
– Price, safety, mixed preferences
Measures:
– Imports, safety regulations, labels

Urban economy
– Min. transport costs

Eco-economy
– Min. environmental
load

Current
policy

Agri-food
policy

Objectives:
– Regional vitality and identity
Measures:
– Regional subsidies and products

Archipelago of places
– Max. regional
economies

Public countryside
– Max. public goods

Biofactory
– Max. value-added
of bioproducts

Safehouse
– Max. security and
crises supplies

Regionally oriented policy

Environmentally oriented policy

Objectives:
– Resource protection, damage reduction
Measures:
– Regulation, licences, norms

My farm/firm
– Max. involvement/partnership

Cost leadership
– Min. production costs

Competitiveness-oriented policy

Objectives:
– Low production cost
Measures:
– Aid for investments and management

Figure 12. Futures of agri-food policy regimes.
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5. Concluding remarks
A recap: the rural minority of the planet will have a major challenge in feeding, heating and fuelling the
urban majority in their cities in a way that alleviates the environmental problems related to freshwater,
pollution, biodiversity and climate change and the human-related problems related to inequality and
security. What kinds of rural futures could contribute to resolving these grand challenges? Which kinds
of agri-food, energy, environmental and rural development policies could enhance realisation of those
particular futures? Ordinary sciences grant us with a corroborated understanding of the past, but for
the futures we have to combine science and arts (Figure 13).

Futures research analyzes the becoming operating environment
Understanding of the becoming problems, needs and means

Choices

Past

Future

Present

Traditional research analyzes regularities, universals
Understanding of the impacts of the means
“It is quite true what philosophy says: that life must be understood backwards.
But then one forgets the other principle: that it must be lived forwards”
Kierkegaard (1938, 161)

Figure 13. Operating system of science-based policy.
Objective is the most important element of a policy regime, since it dictates policy measures, establishes
a benchmark for evaluation of the effectiveness of the policy and organises the stakeholders to work
toward a common goal. Policy without a clear objective is blind. It is possible to establish policy
objectives by first crafting futures images and then setting the most preferable of the images as the
policy objective. This is the very idea of futures studies with several alternatives. The line of logic
presented in Figure 14 could ennoble policy design and delivery.

Grand
challenges

Define

Define
Futures
images

Effectuate

Policy
objectives
Effectuate

Figure 14. Operating system of policy design.
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Many contemporary policy choices are legitimated by the evident necessity. The considered choice set
is very limited. The time perspective is past-based, short or ambiguous. For example, the reforms of
the Common Agricultural Policy are regularly based on three alternatives presented by the European
Commission: the status quo, a radical change and “a compromise” as the only feasible choices. These
settings certainly provide flexibility for those having the power and the initiative. However, they probably
manifest weaknesses and threats rather than strengths and possibilities. They probably provide answers
to small challenges rather than to grand challenges. In order find answers to grand challenges, one
has to take steps out-of-the-box. Futures thinking, futures images and other futures studies methods
offer assistance in taking these steps. An example: voices of the past consider dispersed settlement
structure a source of pollution – voices of the future observe bioenergy (housing) and biofuels (traffic)
vanishing these concerns.
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Is our snow-man melting? Can we feed
our world? Do we spoil our natural
resources? Where are the safe harbours
in crisis?
Many global problems have essentially
rural solutions. But rural regions have
their own problems and challenges as
well: urban sprawl, depopulation,
valorisation of natural resources
and loss of political power. In
industrialised countries, rural
people are a minority.
Finland is a very specific country
in some respects. Large rural
areas, extremely low population
density, rapid socio-economic
transformation and high economic
wellbeing is a rare combination.
The futures of the rural areas are at
stake. A dispersed bioeconomy, a colonial countryside, a museum countryside
and an archipelago of business islets
are all possible rural futures. This book
presents snapshots of rural futures
with Finnish illustrations.

